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Above all, the Fresh Plan for COSAM is committed to serving the College of Science and 

Mathematics through promotion and unification with new ideas. Too often we have witnessed 

students become uninspired and intimidated by the challenges COSAM presents; however, the 

students are not entirely to blame. Instead, we believe that this issue also stems from our 

college’s overall lack of engagement and participation within itself- the issue is indeed double 

sided.  

Our campaign’s first solution to this problem is to increase promotion of the events, 

student organizations, and academic resources COSAM makes available to its students. It stands 

to reason that a student who becomes engaged early and is aware of the many resources for 

success will remain in the college. This engagement can come in many forms too, as COSAM 

contains a plethora of exciting clubs and unique opportunities among each one. However, when 

speaking to fellow students, we find that the lack of participation in these clubs is primarily due 

to a lack of knowledge that they exist. Fixing this issue begins with increasing COSAM’s 

presence on social media. Students today are more captivated by a social media notification than 

one via email. Furthermore, we want to make a specific effort to target the incoming freshman 

with this information; as they will be the biggest group represented in COSAM and are not yet 

involved with many other organizations. To do so, we plan to have at least one member of 

COSAM’s SGA (whether a Schools Council or Senate member) frequently attending the 

Pre-Health orientation class. Having approachable faces consistently reappear and discuss the 

events of both COSAM’s and Auburn’s SGA will foster a more engaged student body within 

COSAM and a direct opportunity for each voice to be heard. 

 

Additionally, we believe each individual within COSAM is more likely to succeed if the 

college becomes more unified as a whole. Relationships made with other members of the college 

are vital to success, as they are the most available resources for help or advice on an academic or 

career issue. We feel that COSAM should offer more opportunities for its students to make 



relationships like these. We propose an idea of unity between all ages and classes within the 

senate and the college itself. This would be in the form of more involvement opportunities. In 

turn, this would help bridge the gap between underclassmen and upperclassmen. Following along 

the lines of unification, we will also work towards improving the relations between students and 

COSAM Alumni. Undergraduate students would have better access to experienced professionals 

in the fields they are pursuing, and Alumni would have the opportunity to remain more 

personally connected with the university. Sustaining these relationships will promote success and 

create more involvement within the college. 
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